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Abstract

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a disease of high unmet 
therapeutic need. The challenge of accurately measuring clinically 
meaningful responses to treatment has hindered progress towards 
positive outcomes in SLE trials, impeding the approval of potential 
new therapies. Current primary end points used in SLE trials are based 
on legacy disease activity measures that were neither specifically 
designed for the clinical trial context, nor developed according to 
contemporary recommendations for clinical outcome assessments 
(COAs), such as that substantial patient input should be incorporated 
into their design. The Treatment Response Measure for SLE (TRM-SLE) 
Taskforce is a global collaboration of SLE clinician–academics, 
patients and patient representatives, industry partners and regulatory 
experts, established to realize the goal of developing a new COA for 
SLE clinical trials. The aim of this project is a novel COA designed 
specifically to measure treatment effects that are clinically meaningful 
to patients and clinicians, and intended for implementation in a trial 
end point that supports regulatory approval of novel therapeutic 
agents in SLE. This Consensus Statement reports the first outcomes 
of the TRM-SLE project, including a structured process for TRM-SLE 
development.
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Generation of the study protocol for instrument development 
(Stage 1.1)
The overall TRM-SLE project is divided into stages of instrument devel-
opment (Stage 1) followed by instrument validation (Stages 2 and 3), as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Instrument development, which is the focus of this 
Consensus Statement, is divided into five sub-stages (Stages 1.1–1.5). 
In Stage 1.1, a detailed protocol was developed describing the specific 
methods to define the high-level measurement goals and context 
of use for the TRM-SLE instrument (Stage 1.2), to select the domains 
to be included in the TRM-SLE instrument (Stage 1.3), to determine 
how they will be measured (Stage 1.4), and to determine how domains 
will be incorporated into an overall definition of treatment response  
(Stage 1.5).

The study protocol was initially drafted by the core research team 
on the TRM-SLE Steering Committee (K. Connelly, L.E., R.K., D.A., V.G., 
R.K-.R. and E.M.). Protocol development was informed by an extensive 
review of the literature5, focusing on understanding the characteristics 
and limitations of current SLE clinical trial end points, the complexities 
of outcome measurement in SLE and potential strategies to overcome 
these limitations via new approaches. Stages in TRM-SLE instrument 
development were also designed to align with the steps recommended 
by the relevant FDA Patient-Focussed Drug Development Guidance and 
related guidance from the Professional Society for Health Economics 
and Outcomes Research6,7.

The draft protocol was circulated electronically to all members of 
the TRM-SLE Taskforce and initial feedback provided by e-mail corre-
spondence. A Protocol Working Group was then established, consisting 
of a subset of 22 volunteering members of the TRM-SLE Taskforce, to 

Introduction
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic autoimmune disease 
characterized by multi-system involvement and unpredictable fluc-
tuations in disease activity. For a substantial proportion of affected 
patients, current therapeutic strategies are insufficient1. Uncontrolled 
disease activity driven by autoimmunity combines with unwanted 
consequences of therapy to contribute to irreversible organ damage, 
the accumulation of comorbidities, and negative effects on patients’ 
lives. Individuals with SLE can experience numerous severe symptoms, 
impaired quality of life and reduced function2, and the disease is one 
of the leading causes of death in young women3.

Despite recognition of the unmet therapeutic need and the identi-
fication of many promising drug targets in SLE, late-phase clinical trial 
successes and regulatory approvals of novel treatments have been few 
and far between. Although critical review of the contributory factors 
has led to some evolution in trial design4, concerns about the inconsis-
tent performance of SLE trial end points and how best to establish the 
efficacy of new therapies remain unresolved. In particular, the most 
common efficacy end points in current use, the SLE Responder Index 
(SRI) and the British Isles Lupus Assessment Group (BILAG)-based 
Composite Lupus Assessment (BICLA) both have well-recognized 
limitations5. Consequently, the development of new, evidence-based 
and discriminatory outcome measures to determine treatment effect 
in clinical trials is a major research priority in SLE.

The Treatment Response Measure for SLE (TRM-SLE) Taskforce 
was established to execute a project to develop and subsequently vali-
date a novel clinical outcome assessment (COA) specifically intended 
for implementation as a primary outcome measure in SLE clinical 
trials that support regulatory approval of therapeutic agents. In this 
Consensus Statement we describe the first consensus outcome of the 
project that defines the high-level measurement goals that will under-
pin the development of the TRM-SLE COA, as well as a consensus on 
the research methods that will lead to an operational COA that can be 
incorporated into and validated in future clinical trials.

Methods
Composition of the TRM-SLE Taskforce
The TRM-SLE Taskforce (also referred to herein as the TRM-SLE Con-
sortium) was established in January 2022 explicitly to fulfil the goal 
of developing a new COA for use in SLE clinical trials. Acknowledging 
the need for input from multiple stakeholders, the taskforce consists 
of four governance committees (a Steering Committee, Scientific 
Advisory Board, Patient Advisory Panel and Industry Advisory Board). 
Potential taskforce members were nominated by the core research 
team and industry partners on the basis of the following criteria: clini-
cal expertise in SLE, demonstrable experience in SLE clinical trials (for 
example as a principal investigator), expertise in outcome measure-
ment and/or other relevant methodological expertise. Experts were 
directly approached and invited to participate. Patient and patient 
representative members were suggested by SLE patient organizations, 
including the Lupus Foundation of America and Lupus Europe, with the 
intention to recruit patients with clinical research and prior advocacy 
experience. We endeavoured to achieve representation of all major 
geographical regions for both clinician and patient representatives. 
Industry representatives were nominated by each of the collaborating 
pharmaceutical companies, and all companies known to the investi-
gators to be active in SLE drug development were approached. The 
taskforce currently consists of 78 members in total. The TRM-SLE 
governance structure and committee roles are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 | Governance committees comprising the TRM-SLE 
Taskforce

Committee Members Role

Steering 
Committee

35 members:
Core research team (principal 
investigator, clinician–researchers 
and fellows, methodology experts)
Patient and/or patient-organization 
representatives
Industry representatives
Metrology and regulatory experts
Additional clinician–researchers 
with relevant expertise

Responsible for the 
scientific direction and 
delivery of the project

Scientific 
Advisory 
Board

29 members:
Clinician–researchers with 
relevant expertise
Patient and/or patient-organization 
representatives
Industry representatives

Provide additional 
scientific input and 
oversight

Patient 
Advisory 
Panel

16 members:
Patients with SLE
Patient-organization 
representatives (Lupus Foundation 
of America and Lupus Europe)

Provide guidance 
regarding the patient 
experience of SLE via 
direct involvement and 
oversight of instrument 
development

Industry 
Advisory 
Board

28 members:
Representatives from 10 industry 
partners with relevant expertise

Advise on 
industry-specific matters 
including leading 
regulatory engagement

SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; TRM-SLE, treatment response measure for SLE.
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work through proposed changes to the draft protocol. The Protocol 
Working Group (K. Connelly, L.E., R.K., D.A., H.B., L.B., L.A., A.A., C.A., 
E.V., G.P.-E., K.D., Y.S., Y.T., L.S., Y.L., A.F., K.K., Q.Z., V.W., S. Garces and 
E.M.) included experts in COA development, consensus methodology 
and regulatory affairs, industry partners, patient representatives and 
SLE clinician–researchers. The Protocol Working Group revised the 
methodological steps via group discussion over three virtual meetings 
and e-mail correspondence. During protocol revision, the proposed 
methods were also presented at a meeting of the Patient Advisory Panel, 
and patient feedback was collected and incorporated into changes 
made by the Protocol Working Group. A revised protocol document 
was prepared by the core research team, circulated electronically and 
individually approved by TRM-SLE Taskforce members.

Methods to define high-level measurement goals for TRM-SLE 
development (Stage 1.2)
Following protocol development, the first major scientific step towards 
instrument development was to achieve consensus on the high-level 
goals of measurement underpinning the TRM-SLE project (Stage 1.2). 

This process occurred in two parts: first, the measurement goals of 
TRM-SLE were conceptually defined using the Patients/Population, 
Intervention, Comparator/Control, Outcome/Objective, Context 
(PICO-C) framework; and second, consensus was established on the 
context of use for the TRM-SLE instrument. From a regulatory perspec-
tive, the context of use is a specific statement describing the manner 
and purpose of use of an instrument, including a description of the 
targeted disease and study population, study design and setting for 
its intended use6,7. Defining the context of use is a key step outlined 
in regulatory guidance pertaining to COA development, to help to 
ensure that any new instrument is developed and validated for its 
intended scope of implementation, so that results can be appropriately 
interpreted and applied6,7.

Members of the TRM-SLE Steering Committee and Scientific 
Advisory Boards, encompassing representation of key stakeholder 
groups, were invited to participate in the definition of the high-level 
measurement goals and context of use for TRM-SLE. Participants 
(A.A., A.C., A.F., C.A., C.B., C. Sibley., C. Stach., D.A., E.V., E.M., E.Z., G.S., 
G.P.-E., H.A., H.B., J.A., J.B., J. Merrill, J. Maller, J.R.T., K. Costenbader, K. 

a  TRM-SLE instrument development (Stage 1)

b  TRM-SLE instrument validation (Stages 2 and 3)

Stage 1.1

Literature review and
protocol development

Define unmet need and
establish the aim and
scientific approach for
TRM-SLE development

Stage 1.2

Conceptual definition of
measurement goals and
context of use

Consensus to define the
high-level measurement
goals for TRM-SLE and
define the context of use

Stage 1.3

Domain-level concepts
for measurements

Consensus on the domain-
level concepts of interest to
be measured, which are
associated with meaningful
health aspects and align
with the TRM-SLE high-level
measurement goals
and context of use

Stage 1.5

Multi-domain TRM-SLE
instrument

Consensus on the integration 
of domain measures into a
multi-domain clinical
outcome assessment for 
use in a trial end point

A

B

Stage 1.4

Domain measures and 
response definitions

An outcome assessment
for each domain using
existing instruments
and/or identifying gaps for
instrument modification
or development
Response definition (entry
and improvement
thresholds) for each
domain outcome
assessment based on
instrument-specific
evidence of meaningful
within-person change 

Consensus on:

Stage 2

Evaluation in clinical trial datasets

Prospective incorporation of TRM-SLE in future clinical trials, and where possible 
in existing trial datasets

Stage 3

Evaluation of additional measurement properties

Prospective cohort study evaluating TRM-SLE attainment against long-term clinical 
outcomes and nested sub-studies of additional measurement properties

Fig. 1 | Steps in the development and validation of a novel treatment response 
measure for SLE. a, Stage 1 (instrument development) in the definition of a 
novel clinical outcome assessment via expert consensus informed by available 
data comprises five sub-stages that will lead to an operational, multi-domain, 
clinical outcome assessment that defines treatment response at both a global 
and a domain-specific level. The outcomes of Stages 1.1–1.2, and consensus 

methods agreed upon by the taskforce for Stages 1.3–1.5, are described in this 
Consensus Statement. b, The provisional instrument will be validated in trial 
datasets (Stage 2) as well as concurrently undergoing additional testing of 
its measurement properties (Stage 3). Key measurement properties that will 
be evaluated include construct validity, reliability, ability to detect change, 
discrimination of treatment effects, interpretability and feasibility.
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Connelly, K.D., K.G., K.K., L.E., L.A., L.B., M.D., M.S., M.M., N.D., P.M., 
Q.Z., R.K., R.K.-R., R.F., R.v.V., S. B., S. Garces, V.G., V.W., Y.S., Y.T. and Y.L.) 
met over a series of four virtual meetings (three meetings addressing 
the high-level measurement goals and one meeting addressing the 
context of use). The participation in each meeting is indicated in Sup-
plementary Table 1. Item generation was facilitated using a web-based 
application (MURAL; https://www.mural.co/), which enables par-
ticipants to post ideas via ‘sticky-notes’ onto a common virtual white-
board in real time. Suggested items were then grouped and refined 
via moderated discussion in an interactive fashion. Online polling 
integrated into the virtual meeting platform was used for voting on 
the proposed final wording of each element of the conceptual defini-
tion and context of use, with a pre-defined consensus threshold set at 
70% agreement. Only members present in the meetings participated in 
voting, and voting was not compulsory (to enable committee members 
without SLE-specific expertise to opt out of voting at their discretion). 
Consensus statements and percentage agreement were recorded for 
each element of the final conceptual definition and context of use. The 
consensus outcomes were then circulated electronically and presented 
at virtual meetings of each TRM-SLE governance committee (Table 1), 
for final approval.

Rationale for development of TRM-SLE
Although some recent positive outcomes have been achieved in SLE 
clinical trials, including the approval of anifrolumab (an antibody 
that targets the type I interferon receptor), inconsistent end point 
performance continues to affect the accurate interpretation of the 
treatment effects of novel agents. This inconsistency is demonstrated 
by positive phase II trial results of drug candidates that fail to be rep-
licated in subsequent phase III trials8–12, phase III trials with identical 
study protocols that produce conflicting results with regard to their 
primary end points11–14, and discrepancies between the outcomes 
of primary study end points and other clinically relevant measures, 
such as steroid-sparing effects15. Recent examples of these challenges 
include the phase III clinical trials of anifrolumab (TULIP studies), the 
Janus kinase inhibitor baricitinib (BRAVE studies) and ustekinumab, 
a monoclonal antibody that blocks the p40 subunit shared by IL-12 and 
IL-23, each of which followed on from successful phase II studies. In the 
TULIP-1 and TULIP-2 phase III trials of anifrolumab that used the same 
eligibility criteria, TULIP-1 found no significant difference between 
anifrolumab and placebo using the SRI-4 as the primary end point, but 
differences favouring anifrolumab were detected using BICLA as an 
alternative measure of overall efficacy13. By contrast, TULIP-2 detected 
a significant treatment effect of anifrolumab using BICLA as a primary 
end point, as well as SRI-4 as a secondary end point14. Both studies also 
met other key secondary efficacy end points, ultimately resulting in 
regulatory approval of anifrolumab in several countries. Similar to the 
TULIP studies, the recent SLE-BRAVE-I and SLE-BRAVE-II phase III stud-
ies of baricitinib also produced conflicting results, meeting the SRI-4 
primary end point in BRAVE-I, but failing to meet the same primary end 
point in BRAVE-II11,12. Meanwhile, phase III trials of ustekinumab were 
abandoned because of negative results in an interim analysis, again 
following promising results in phase II testing10. Inconsistency between 
results with different end points within the same population are also 
characteristic of some of these trials16, and of a trial of belimumab in 
childhood SLE17.

The COAs currently used for determination of the treatment 
response in SLE trials are imperfect; we have previously reviewed 
the factors behind their inconsistent performance5, and summarize 

their key limitations in Box 1. Many issues stem from the fact that 
COAs incorporated in current trial end points, such as the SLE Dis-
ease Activity Index (SLEDAI) and BILAG were primarily developed 
as disease activity measures and were repurposed for the measure-
ment of treatment response in the absence of better alternatives. 
As a consequence, the concepts measured and thresholds used for 
defining meaningful improvement were not grounded in the context 
of clinical trial use, and importantly, lacked substantial patient input. 
Current recommendations for COAs intended for use in clinical tri-
als highlight the importance of these instruments being sufficiently 
validated for their specific scope of intended use, and the vital role 
that the patient perspective has in ensuring that the interpretation 
of outcomes reflects meaningful health aspects12,13. Therefore, COAs 
used in current SLE trial primary end points do not meet contemporary 
measurement standards, which in combination with their history of 
unreliable performance, underpins the major need for new instru-
ments for this purpose. Such new instruments should specifically 
seek to avoid replicating the liabilities of legacy measures and follow 
modern recommendations for instrument development, including 
guidance documents published by regulatory bodies such as the 
FDA and EMA6,7.

Protocol for TRM-SLE instrument development
The first consensus outcomes relating to TRM-SLE instrument devel-
opment are described in detail below. The first two stages (Stages 1.1 
and 1.2) have been completed, yielding consensus on the high-level 
measurement goals and context of use for TRM-SLE and a detailed pro-
tocol describing specific methods for future stages of instrument devel-
opment (Stages 1.3–1.5). Terminology related to COA development used 

Box 1

Key limitations of outcome 
measures currently used to 
determine treatment response 
in SLE clinical trials

 • Lack of patient input in determining which concepts are 
important to be measured.

 • Use of discrete thresholds introducing floor and ceiling effects 
and limiting the ability to capture variations in the severity of 
manifestations.

 • Numerical thresholds defining improvement and fixed 
weightings applied to manifestations that are not based on 
empirical evidence of meaningful within-patient change.

 • Developed using post hoc analysis of trial data, risking bias to 
specific drug mechanisms or specific study designs.

 • Some included manifestations are poorly defined and/or rarely 
appear in clinical trials.

 • Adoption in clinical trials prior to extensive testing of 
measurement properties.

 • Can be complex and non-intuitive to complete and interpret.

http://www.nature.com/nrrheum
https://www.mural.co/
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in FDA and Professional Society for Health Economics and Outcomes 
Research guidance documents6,7 was adopted in the study protocol 
and throughout this Consensus Statement.

Conceptual framework for TRM-SLE
The recommended steps towards a fit-for-purpose COA can be visually 
depicted in the form of a conceptual framework (Fig. 2) that summarizes 
the following key elements: relevant health outcomes (symptoms, signs 
and effects of the disease) in the target population; specific concepts 
of interest targeted for assessment; COAs proposed to measure each 
concept of interest, potentially including existing, modified and novel 
COAs; and the use of these COAs to generate a score for each concept 
and to define treatment response10.

Patient involvement in TRM-SLE development
A key goal of TRM-SLE development is to ensure that the resultant COA 
captures aspects of health that are meaningful to both the patient 
and clinician. For this reason, the study protocol has been designed 

to incorporate the perspectives of both of these stakeholder groups, 
as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Consensus high-level measurement goals and context of use 
for TRM-SLE (Stage 1.2)
A panel of 45 taskforce members representative of the key stakeholder 
groups generated a conceptual definition for the high-level measure-
ment goals of TRM-SLE using the PICO-C (Patients/Population, Inter-
vention, Comparator/Control, Outcome, Context) framework. Over the 
course of three virtual meetings, multiple rounds of item generation, 
moderated discussion and real-time voting resulted in the conceptual 
definition for TRM-SLE, which overall achieved predefined levels of 
agreement (Table 2). Dissenting opinions were mostly with regard to 
a desire to expand beyond the traditional study design of SLE clini-
cal trials, for example, by consideration of the patient populations to 
whom TRM-SLE should apply. Although most participants expressed 
a preference to focus on active immune-mediated disease manifesta-
tions for the purpose of a clinical trial, others suggested additional 

Determined by expert
consensus (Stage 1.2)

Identified via literature review
data (Stage 1.3)

Associations between meaningful health
aspects and candidate domains summarized
(Stage 1.3)

Consensus on domains to include
(Stage 1.3)

Consensus on outcome assessments to
measure each domain informed by data on
instrument measurement properties
(Stage 1.4)

Consensus on definitions of treatment
response for each domain-specific outcome
assessment (Stage 1.4)

Scoring algorithm to integrate domains and 
incorporate into trial end point (Stage 1.5)

Methodology

...

...

...

...

SLE defined by criteria with active disease as defined
by the included concepts of interest

High-level
concept

Active immune-mediated disease manifestations
that have an impact on the patient and are 
modifiable by therapy

Domain 1

e.g. rash

Items capturing
Domain 1

Domain 1
instrument

Domain 1 response
definition

Domain 2 response
definition

Domain 2
instrument

Items capturing
Domain 2

Domain 2

e.g. athritis

e.g. redness,
a�ected area

e.g. joint swelling,
joint tenderness

Domain-level
concepts

Item-level
concepts

e.g. pain, fatigue e.g. damage,
mortality

e.g. physical disability,
poor mental health 

Details and examples

Fit-for-purpose
measures

Scoring based
on meaningful
within-person
change

Definition of 
TRM-SLE responder

Impactful SLE
symptoms

Reduced function
and quality of life

Reduced survivalSpecific health experiences
resulting from SLE, and associated
meaningful health aspects

Selected clinical outcome
assessments

Multi-domain clinical
outcome assessment

Concepts of interest 
(multi-domain)

Target patient population

Progress toward instrument
development

...

...

Fig. 2 | Conceptual framework for TRM-SLE. Illustration of the conceptual 
framework that will be established using the proposed methods for 
development of the treatment response measure for systemic lupus 
erythematosus (TRM-SLE) instrument. As recommended by regulatory 
guidance, this framework includes the concepts of interest (including 

domain-level and item-level concepts) targeted for assessment and how these 
relate to the patient experience, along with consideration of how the concepts 
will be measured and scored. In this figure, italic text represent theoretical 
examples; the specific elements that will fill the framework will be determined 
by the completion of Stages 1.3–1.5.
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populations with unmet therapeutic needs in SLE, or the ability to assess 
interventions targeting non-inflammatory disease features, or use in 
settings beyond randomized controlled trials. These suggestions were 
balanced against the regulatory requirement for COA approval to have 
a pre-specified and very specific context of use. With reference to the 
consensus PICO-C framework, a statement was derived describing 
the high-level concept that should be captured by the TRM-SLE instru-
ment as “active immune-mediated disease manifestations that impact 
the patient and are modifiable by therapy to reduce or control disease 
activity” (Box 2).

Expanding upon this high-level conceptual definition, consensus 
on the primary context of use for which TRM-SLE will be developed 
was sought. Over the course of a single virtual meeting, moderated 
discussion and voting focussed on defining the target disease and study 
subpopulation, study setting and trial design for which the TRM-SLE 
instrument will be primarily developed. This resulted in the context 
of use detailed in Table 3, which achieved 100% consensus among 
30 participating taskforce members. We anticipate that the described 
primary context of use may be refined in an iterative manner based on 
the outcomes of the subsequent steps in instrument development, 
which includes the incorporation of TRM-SLE into an end point, and 
its associated analysis plan.

Future stages of TRM-SLE development
The methods described below represent an approach that has both 
similarities to and differences from processes adopted in rheumatic 
disease outcome measurement more generally. Given the goal of devel-
oping an outcome measure suitable for supporting regulatory approval 
of new agents in clinical trials, particular attention has been paid to 
ensuring that methods conform to published recommendations that 
apply to this specific context6,7, while accounting for disease-specific 
measurement challenges and the intention to avoid replicating known 
limitations of current SLE trial outcome measures.

Selection of domains to be measured in TRM-SLE (Stage 1.3)
The next stage of TRM-SLE development will select domain-level con-
cepts to be measured by the instrument. A concept (also known as a 
concept of interest), for regulatory purposes, is a health aspect that is 
intended to be captured by a COA. Current guidance emphasizes that 
these aspects of health should be meaningful for patients, defined as 
having an effect on how the patient “feels, functions or survives”6. 
As illustrated in the pyramid within Fig. 2, concepts can be considered 
at multiple levels. The high-level concept to be measured by TRM-SLE 
will be captured by consideration of multiple sub-concepts or ‘domains’. 
These domains might include organ-based and/or system-based 

Expert SLE clinician-researchers

Engagement with key
stakeholder groups and
international SLE experts

Steering Committee and
Scientific Advisory Board
contribute to list of
candidate domains

Participation in Delphi surveys
and discussion meetings

Consensus of TRM-SLE Steering
Committee and Scientific
Advisory Board members

Literature review to summarize
established associations and
identify knowledge gaps

Clinician-researchers with
domain-specific expertise to be
part of each domain
working group

Participation in final
consensus processes

SLE patient representatives

Engagement with SLE patient
organizations and establishment
of Patient Advisory Panel

Patient Advisory Panel
contributes to list of
candidate domains

Patient Advisory Panel to
participate in Delphi surveys
and discussion meetings

Consensus of patient/patient 
organization representatives
and approval from Patient
Advisory Panel

Qualitative input from Patient
Advisory Panel

Patients with domain-specific
lived experience to be part of
each domain working group

Participation of patient/patient
organization representatives 
and approval from Patient
Advisory Panel

Stage 1.1

Development of TRM-SLE

Protocol development

Stage 1.2

Stage 1.3

Stage 1.4

Stage 1.5

Generate candidate
domains

Select domains for
inclusion in TRM-SLE 

Define high-level measurement
goals and context of use

Associate domains with
how patients “feel, function
and survive” 

Select domain-specific
measures and response
definitions 

Integrate domains into a
multi-domain instrument 

Fig. 3 | Input of SLE patient representatives 
and expert clinician–researchers in TRM-SLE 
development. An illustration of the planned 
involvement of patient partners and expert 
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) clinician–
researchers in the development process for the 
treatment response measure for systemic lupus 
erythematosus (TRM-SLE).
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manifestations (such as lupus nephritis), symptoms of SLE (such as 
rash), or in some cases manifestations measured by laboratory tests 
or other investigations (such as thrombocytopenia). Each domain will 
then be defined by one or more ‘items’, which are the specific concepts 
measured and scored to produce a representation of each domain. For 
example, a hypothetical domain that falls under the high-level concept 
for TRM-SLE could be ‘arthritis’. The items assessed to capture this 
domain potentially include concepts such as joint swelling, tender-
ness or pain. The focus of Stage 1.3 is the selection of domains to be 
captured in the TRM-SLE instrument. The specific COA(s) with which 
each domain is measured, and the associated item-level concepts, are 
addressed in Stage 1.4.

Generation of candidate domains and associations with meaningful 
health aspects. Clinician–researchers with lupus expertise, industry 
representatives with SLE trial experience, and patients will nominate 
candidate domains. These nominations will be grouped and refined 
to produce a core list of domains to be rated for inclusion in TRM-SLE.

The TRM-SLE instrument is intended to be a patient-centred meas-
ure, so the domains considered in the determination of response to 
therapy must be associated with health effects that are meaningful 
from the patient perspective (meaningful health aspects), including 
symptoms and functional effects identified to be important by patients 
themselves, and associations with outcomes of prognostic importance 
such as damage and mortality. Evidence of associations of the core list 
of candidate domains with meaningful health aspects will be evalu-
ated by a targeted review of the literature, and summarized to inform 
domain selection during a modified Delphi process, as described below. 
Complementary to the literature review, the Patient Advisory Panel will 
also provide patient perspectives on the candidate domains and their 
associations with meaningful health aspects, and help to prioritize 
future research agendas where evidence gaps are identified.

Selection of domains for inclusion in TRM-SLE: modified Delphi pro-
cess. Consensus on which of the candidate domains will be included in 
the TRM-SLE instrument will be achieved by a two-part modified Delphi 

process. In the first part, domains will be rated on their ‘importance’, 
defined as the extent to which a domain is associated with meaning-
ful health aspects (impact on how a person with SLE “feels, functions 
or survives”). Clinicians with expertise in SLE clinical care and trials, 
including experts external to the TRM-SLE project, and patient rep-
resentatives via the Patient Advisory Panel, will participate in two to 
three Delphi survey rounds, with discussion meetings between voting 
rounds. We plan to recruit a total of 50–100 participants, with interna-
tional representation. Participants will rate each domain for ‘impor-
tance’ on a nine-point scale, with ratings assigned to three categories: 
≥7 (critically important to include), 4–6 (important but not critical) 
and ≤3 (not important)18. A summary of evidence from the literature 
associating candidate domains with meaningful health aspects will be 
provided to inform participant ratings and support panel discussions.

Consensus on domain ‘importance’ will be defined as ≥70% of total 
participants scoring 7–9 (ref. 14) with the additional requirement that 
the consensus threshold is met in both expert clinician and patient 
groups. Domains achieving consensus on ‘importance’ will proceed to 
a second set of ratings, where participants will rate domains on three 
additional characteristics relevant to their inclusion. The first charac-
teristic is ‘appropriateness’, defined as whether the domain is an active 
immune-mediated-disease manifestation that is modifiable by therapy 
to reduce or control disease activity in an SLE clinical trial (as defined 
by the measurement goals and context of use for TRM-SLE arising from 
Stage 1.2). The second characteristic is ‘representation’, defined as 
whether domain activity occurs with sufficient frequency in patients 

Glossary

Clinical outcome assessment
Assessment of a clinical outcome 
that describes or reflects an aspect of 
health, and that can be made through a 
report by a clinician (clinician-reported 
outcome measures), a patient (patient-
reported outcome), a non-clinician 
observer (observer-reported outcome), 
or through a performance-based 
assessment (performance outcome).

Concepts of interest
In a regulatory context, the aspect of an 
individual’s clinical, biological, physical 
or functional state or experience that 
the assessment is intended to capture 
(or reflect).

Context of use
A statement that fully and clearly 
describes the way the outcome 
assessment is to be used and the 
regulated product-development 
purpose.

Domain
A sub-concept represented by a 
score of an instrument that measures 

a larger concept comprising 
multiple domains.

End points
Precisely defined variables intended 
to reflect an outcome of interest that 
is statistically analysed to address a 
particular research question, including 
the type and timing of assessments, the 
assessment tools used, and other 
details, as applicable, such as how 
multiple assessments within an 
individual are to be combined.

Fit-for-purpose
A conclusion that the level of validation 
associated with a clinical outcome 
assessment is sufficient to support its 
context of use.

Meaningful health aspects
Aspects of health (feelings, functions 
or survival) adversely affected by the 
disease, which the patient cares about 
and has a preference that they do not 
become worse, or that they improve, 
or that they are prevented.

Table 2 | Conceptual definition of the high-level goals of 
measurement for TRM-SLE

PICO-C Consensus definition Number of 
contributors 
to definition

Agreementa

Patients or 
population

SLE defined by criteria, with 
active immune-mediated 
disease manifestations 
modifiable by therapy

41 81%

Intervention Treatment to reduce or control 
disease activity

33 92%

Comparator 
or control

Placebo and/or active 
comparator

33 96%

Outcome or 
objective

The impact of an intervention 
on the patient, as measured 
by change in the concepts 
of interest

33 100%

Context Clinical trials assessing efficacy 
and satisfying requirements for 
registration

33 96%

aPercentage agreement for each consensus definition amongst voting taskforce members. 
PICO-C, Patients/Population, Intervention, Comparator/Control, Outcome, Context.
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with SLE and active disease to warrant inclusion in TRM-SLE. The third 
characteristic is ‘measurability’, which is defined as whether the domain 
can be clearly defined and treatment response accurately quantified. 
Domains must achieve ≥70% of participants scoring ≥7 on all three of 
these additional characteristics to meet consensus for inclusion in the 
TRM-SLE instrument.

Domain measures and response definitions (Stage 1.4)
Once consensus has been achieved on TRM-SLE domains, individual 
working groups will be established for each domain to achieve con-
sensus on selection of an outcome assessment to measure the domain 
and/or outline a necessary research agenda if a fit-for-purpose measure 
is not available, and on how to numerically define domain-specific 
responses using the chosen outcome assessment, based on entry and 
improvement thresholds that are anchored to evidence of meaningful 
within-person change.

Domain-specific working groups. Each domain working group will 
comprise 6–12 individuals with expertise relevant to their specific 
allocated domain. The composition of each working group may vary 
depending on the nature of the domain, but will include clinician–
researchers with domain-specific clinical, trial and/or measurement 
expertise and patient representatives with lived experience of the 
affected SLE domain.

Selection of domain measures. Members of each working group 
will nominate ideas for suitable candidate instruments to measure 
their target domain. A nominal group technique will then be used to 
rank and achieve consensus on a preferred domain-specific outcome 
assessment, which will be followed by a systematic literature review 
of the measurement properties of the selected outcome assessment 
for each domain, particularly as they pertain to the TRM-SLE con-
text of use, to determine whether the instrument is fit for purpose 
or whether additional studies are required. At the discretion of the 
working group, more than one candidate instrument could proceed 
to the review step, with a final decision incorporating evidence of the 
measurement properties of the candidate instruments. Evaluation 
of measurement properties will include consideration of face validity 
(working group expert opinion), content validity (evidence that the 
included items adequately capture the domain, and that the instru-
ment score represents the intended measurement concept), feasibi-
lity (working group expert opinion and evidence from use in previous 
SLE clinical trials), reliability (evidence of test–retest, intra-rater and 
inter-rater reliability), construct validity (evidence of associations 
with other relevant measures, through analysis of cohort and clinical 
trial datasets), ability to detect change (evidence of responsiveness 
to change in the concept being measured), meaningful thresholds 
and interpretability (evidence of thresholds of meaningful disease 
activity and improvement anchored to appropriate patient-centred 
outcomes), and discrimination of a treatment effect (evidence from 
previous SLE clinical trials). If further instrument validation is required, 
it will be planned in subsequent validation stages using existing trial 
datasets or as an exploratory end point in the setting of a new trial.

Definition of domain-specific response
Once an outcome assessment has been identified for the measure-
ment of a particular domain, the working group will establish consen-
sus on the numerical definition of response for that domain. For each 
domain-specific outcome assessment, a response definition will have 

two components. The first will be the entry threshold: the minimum 
level of domain-specific disease activity at study entry, from which 
improvement can be measured (reflecting a level of severity associated 
with a meaningful clinical effect and permitting sufficient room for 
improvement). The second component will be the improvement thresh-
old: the minimum level of improvement (from baseline) required to be 
defined as a responder in a specific domain (reflecting a clinically impor-
tant within-person change anchored to appropriate patient-centred 
outcomes, and sufficiently stringent to discriminate a treatment effect 
between arms in a clinical trial). Similar to the process to select domain 
measures, members of the domain working group will nominate can-
didate response definitions. This process will be informed by available 
empirical data using anchor-based methods supporting specific thresh-
olds of activity and improvement associated with meaningful clinical 
effect and clinical benefit, respectively. A nominal group technique will 
then be used to rank and achieve consensus on a particular response 
definition to be included in the final TRM-SLE instrument, subject to 
further validation in subsequent trial datasets where required.

Integration of domain measures into a multi-domain COA 
(Stage 1.5)
Once consensus is achieved on which concepts will be measured by 
the TRM-SLE instrument, the outcome assessments that will be used 
for measurement of these concepts, and the thresholds that define 
meaningful within-patient change for each domain, the final stage 
of instrument development will establish consensus on how to inte-
grate these measures into a multi-domain COA that can be interpreted 
to define treatment responders when deployed as part of a trial end 
point in validation studies. Specific points for consensus at this stage 
will include defining the scoring algorithm that specifies an overall 
responder (including possible weighting of different domains), and 
determining methods to capture worsening or new activity that devel-
ops over the course of a trial (such as in domains that are not specifically 
measured in the TRM-SLE instrument).

Validation of the TRM-SLE instrument (Stages 2 and 3)
Following instrument development, the taskforce plans an extensive 
validation programme to evaluate the performance of the multi-domain 
TRM-SLE measure and to ensure that scoring and definition of treat-
ment response within a trial end point reflect meaningful within-patient 
change. Validation will include prospective incorporation of TRM-SLE 
as an exploratory end point in future clinical trials, as well as evaluation 
of TRM-SLE in available existing trial datasets, where possible. Key 
measurement properties, including construct validity, the ability to 
detect change and the ability to discriminate a treatment effect (for 
example, between treatment arms in a clinical trial) will be assessed, 

Box 2

High-level concept to be 
measured by the TRM-SLE
“Active immune-mediated disease manifestations that impact on 
the patient and are modifiable by therapy to reduce or control 
disease activity”.
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including comparison with legacy disease activity measures used for 
trial eligibility (such as SLEDAI and BILAG) and with currently used 
responder indices (such as SRI and BICLA). This process will also enable 
evaluation of operational considerations affecting implementation of 
TRM-SLE as a trial end point in its defined context of use. Concurrently, 
it is intended to conduct a prospective cohort study to validate attain-
ment of TRM-SLE response against long-term clinical outcomes, includ-
ing patient-reported outcomes, damage accrual, flare and attainment of 
target disease activity states such as Lupus Low Disease Activity State19 
and remission20. Studies addressing other measurement properties, 
including reliability, are planned via sub-studies nested within the 
prospective cohort study, along with additional case-based studies.

Conclusions
This Consensus Statement reports the first consensus outcomes and 
agreed study protocol of an international taskforce specifically estab-
lished to develop a novel COA for SLE trials. This new outcome measure 
will be specifically designed for the clinical trial context, will learn from 
the limitations of legacy trial outcome measures, will follow updated 
regulatory and instrument development guidance, and will incorpo-
rate input from all key stakeholder groups, importantly including the 
patient voice. The new outcome measure has the potential to be used as 
a composite measure, but also as a source of individual domain meas-
ures, and in contexts additional to the defined context of use. Although 
a challenging endeavour, it is the ambition of the TRM-SLE project to 
develop an outcome measure in SLE that is accepted by key stakeholders 
(including regulators), that is successfully incorporated into future reg-
istration trials, and that leads to clearer interpretation of the efficacy of 
new treatments that reflect both patient and clinician health priorities.

Published online: 11 July 2023
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